More room to get more done.
Unlock more opportunity per sheet.

Xerox® iGen® 5 Presses already run the longest standard sheet sizes in the industry: 14.33" x 26" (364 mm x 660 mm). But print providers are looking for even more room to get more done…

49% of print service providers want to run sheets up to 29” (737 mm)

15% want sheets longer than 30” (762 mm)

Extra-long sheets answer evolving demands—and create new opportunity:
- More types of jobs
- More flexibility
- More productivity

Extra-long sheet printing on your Xerox® iGen® 5 Press is like building a big addition onto your workspace…
Grow into new jobs.

Extra-long sheet (XLS) printing makes the impossible possible. A 35" (889 mm) sheet length unlocks some serious high-value application potential. Think banners, posters and signage, panoramic artwork, larger folding cartons, and large format wraps or clings. Book covers and dust jackets. Even album covers—beyond 45 RPM size.

Do more, faster.

Multiply your productivity.

All this sheet real estate means you can impose more smaller jobs—business cards, invitations, direct mailers, and even some folding cartons—per sheet, yielding more sellable work per minute.

Industry-leading productivity and media flexibility come standard with the Xerox® iGen® 5 Press. Adding 35" (889 mm) sheet printing—with full production feeding and stacking—lets you leverage the innovative iGen Press platform into new business-driving capabilities.
Think outside the expected.

It’s not just about bigger. It’s about better—specifically, better production time and economics. See how extra-long sheets stack up to alternate technologies and get ready to say hello to a whole new flexible future.

**SCENARIO:** Running 2M Letter (A4) sheets per month can be made more efficient and cost-effective with smart imposition on larger sheets—if the imposition setup contributes to optimized production and finishing.

**TAKEAWAY:** The Xerox® iGen® 5 Press requires less overall cost and time than a B2 Press to complete Letter (A4) production.

**SCENARIO:** Long banner-sized jobs are often sent to wide format or offset presses. But the run costs and turnaround time for these traditional production methods can add up fast… especially when the request is for a mid-level run of 200 14” x 35” (355 mm x 889 mm) banners.

**TAKEAWAY:** With the Xerox® iGen® 5 Press, you can produce short to medium runs of banners faster and at a lower cost than using offset or wide format.

Learn more: [xerox.com/iGen](http://xerox.com/iGen)